Granular control for broadleaves.
Because you never know which way the wind will blow.

To battle tough broadleaf weeds like dandelion, chickweed, plantain and ground ivy, nothing goes to work like Lebanon granular herbicides. You get even coverage and better control without drifting or leaching through.

Lebanon Dandelion Killer and Lawn Weed Control features time-tested 2,4-D and MCPP post-emergents. And Lebanon Pro 25-4-8 with Trimec® adds Dicamba to take on an even wider range of broadleaves. Plus it saves you time and money with a balanced SCU feeding, perfect for the growing season.

For more information, contact your Lebanon sales representative or local Lebanon Turf Products distributor. Or simply call 1-800-233-0628.

Trimec® is a registered trademark of PBI Gordon Corporation. ©1992 Lebanon Turf Products
CLASSIFIEDS

LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT

RATES: $1.25 per word (minimum charge, $40). Bold face words or words in all capital letters charged at $1.50 per word. Boxed or display ads: $105 per column inch-1x (one inch minimum); $100-3x; $95-6x; $90-9x; $85-12x. (Frequencies based on a calendar year). Agency commissions will be given only when camera-ready art is provided by agency. For ads using blind box number, add $20 to total cost of ad per issue. Send ad copy with payment to, LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT, 120 W. 2nd St., Duluth, MN 55802 or call 218-723-9483. Fax Number 218-723-9223.

BOX NUMBER REPLIES: Mail box number replies to: LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT, Classified Ad Department, 120 W. 2nd St., Duluth, MN 55802. Please include box in address.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your new or existing small business. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded message: (707)448-0330. (OL8) 3/92

NOW... LEARN PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING AND GARDENING AT HOME! Accredited program provides thorough training in all phases of commercial and residential landscaping. Diploma awarded. Free booklet describes program and opportunities in detail. Lifetime Career Schools, Dept. A-578, 101 Harrison St., Archbald, PA 18403. 9/92

GROWING COMPANY seeking to expand its product lines in agricultural, horticultural and turf maintenance industries. Seeking to acquire chemical or non-chemical companies. Please contact Rich Furlin at 1-800-256-4456. 3/92

EXCITING OPPORTUNITY! Organic lawn care company with dynamic track record seeking to expand nationally. Looking for investors - partners - lenders. High rate of return and/or shared equity option. For further information call (716)442-2151, in Rochester, NY. 3/92

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPANY - Established quality organic lawn care company with a national image. Three years old - a “SLEEPING GIANT.” Interested in sale, investment or merger. Suite 135, 600 Park Ave., Rochester, NY 14607. 3/92

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

GRAYSON COLLEGE, Denison, Texas: Two-year technical program in Golf Course and Turfgrass Management. 18-hole golf course on campus. Dormitories, placement assistance, financial aid and scholarships available. Contact: GCC, 6101 Grayson Drive, Denison, TX 75020. 903-443-8647. 4/92

HELP WANTED

BRANCH MANAGER: For large southeastern regional landscape maintenance contractor. Must have 3 years experience running a $1,000,000 + branch. Must possess good operational and customer service abilities. Excellent salary and benefits. Send resume to LM Box 488. 3/92

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR: For multi-million dollar Florida landscape company. To handle field supervision for up to 5 crews. Knowledge of southern horticulture preferred. Salary + benefits. Send resume to: Mr. S. Khalisa, 1174 Florida Central Parkway, Longwood, FL 32750. 3/92

POSITION OPEN

Executive Director, The Lawn Institute

JOB DESCRIPTION

To oversee and manage the educational and technical assistance activities of The Lawn Institute. More detailed information will be provided upon receipt of our resume. Send resumes to: Dr. Eliot C. Roberts, Executive Director, The Lawn Institute, P.O. Box 108, Pleasant Hill, Tennessee 38578. Resume must be received no later than March 31, 1992.

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE BRANCH MANAGER: State wide commercial lawn maintenance company seeks self-motivated person with exceptional communication and management skills for the East Coast Florida. Duties involve outside sales and interaction with clientele, lawn maintenance background and college degree a plus. Salary + benefits. Send resume to LM Box 492. 3/92

AGRICULTURAL MECHANIC - wanted to work in Central Park, N.Y.C. NY. Candidate must be familiar with 2 cycle engines of all types; tractors and lawn mowers of all sizes. Formal education or experience preferred. Must have valid driver’s license. Good benefits offered. Interested candidates should send resume and covering letter to: Kathleen Dooley, Director of Human Resources, Central Park Conservancy, 830 5th Avenue, New York, NY 10021. E.O.E. 4/92

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE & GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT: Largest landscape maintenance company in the nation seeking individuals with 3-4 years experience. Must be able to make decisions, be creative, self-motivated, organized with strong supervisory skills. San Francisco Bay Area location. EOE. Please send resume to: Environmental Care, Inc., 825 Mabury Road, San Jose, CA 95133. 4/92

OPERATIONS MANAGER/SUPERVISOR: Small growing maintenance company in Central Florida looking for an experienced hands-on manager, with future move into management. Excellent growth opportunity for right person. Salary, benefits plus bonuses. Come grow with us. Send resume to: P.O. Box 878, Oviedo, FL 32785. 3/92

LANDSCAPE MANAGER: Large established firm with reputation for exceptional quality, seeking personable and enthusiastic individual to manage multiple crews in full service maintenance of high profile commercial properties; must have organizational and people skills as well as working knowledge of all phases of maintenance; 4 to 5 years experience & college degree preferred. Environmental Landscape Services, 5190 Crestview Drive, Memphis, TN 38134; (901)382-9000. 3/92

SALES/ MARKETING: Scapes, Inc. is looking for a professional individual to fill the Sales and Marketing position in our Washington, DC office. Must be hard working, dedicated, and have extensive background in commercial landscape sales. Excellent compensation for a highly motivated person. Resumes will be accepted by Fax or Mail only. (Confidential) SCAPES, INC., Fax: (404)956-0140, Address: 1355 Terrell Mill Rd., Bldg. 1482, Suite 150, Marietta, GA 30067. 3/92


SOFTWARE

SIMPLE, SIMPLE, SIMPLE

SYSTEMS

PROFITS, PROFITS, PROFITS

Superscape Landscape Management System offers the Landscape Professional the following:

☑ Excellent Mgmt. Information
☑ Large Time Savings
☑ Increased Sales
☑ Reduced Training Costs
☑ Reduced Support Costs
☑ Ease of Use
☑ Our Users Love Us
☑ Macintosh Window Environment

Benefits too numerous to list. Simply the best software in the Landscape industry. Don’t buy until you call.

SoftQuest, Inc.
1-800-580-5880
Fax 512-452-2378
8711 Burnet Rd., Suite F72
Austin, TX 78758
"I Believe In Love At First Sight."

"For years, I've watched people fall in love with Gravely mowers. Now, there are two powerful new Gravelys to fall in love with. "The Hydro Pro and the Pro Master 22-H. The Hydro Pro is designed to take full advantage of the latest in hydrostatic transmission engineering for unmatched, zero-turning radius maneuverability. It also has independent hydrostatic pumps and motors for control over each wheel.

"Then there's the new Pro Master 22-H. This beauty combines power and efficiency with a shorter wheelbase for better handling. It's available with a 60" or 72" front-mount mower deck with rear-wheel steering.

"I believe in love at first sight. After you see these two powerful new Gravelys, you will too." Check out the Hydro Pro and the Pro Master 22-H at your nearest Gravely dealer today.

Tom Lopina
President
Gravely International, Inc.

Gravely International, Inc.
P.O. Box 5000, One Gravely Lane, Clemmons, NC 27012
919-766-4721 • Telefax: 919-766-7549

Circle No. 221 on Reader Inquiry Card
HYDRO-MULCHERS AND STRAW BLOWERS: New and used. JAMES LINCOLN CORPORATION, 3220 S. Jupiter Rd., Garland, TX 75041. (214)840-2440, (800)527-2304. TF


TWO NEW BOOKS

Specifically written for the Landscape & Irrigation Industry

by James R. Huston, by James R. Huston

447 each or 2 for $75 - Money Back Guarantee! For VBA/MC orders, call *(California, add 8% Sales Tax
800-451-5588 or send check to:
Smith Huston, Inc.
P.O. Box 4433, Oceanside, CA 92052

FREE PARTS CATALOG... if you own a 36'--48'--52' walk behind mower and you feel you're paying too much for parts, call Preco Distributors toll-free and request our parts catalog.

BELTS, BLADES, GRASS CATCHERS, WHEELS AND LOTS MORE! Replacement parts that fit: Bobcat, Bunton, Kees, Exmark & Others. 1 day shipping coast to coast available. All parts carry a 90-day warranty. Don't wait, call 24 hours a day. TOLL-FREE 1-800-428-8004, in Massachusetts 413-583-6100. PRECO DISTRIBUTORS, 97 Center Street, Ludlow, MA 01056. TF

BUCKET TRUCK: Hi Ranger 65', 57', 50'. Skychair. New and Used. 885 EXCEL, Hustler 350D, Kubota 28 hp. diesel engine (700 hrs.), 14 ft. cutting width. DynaWeld 10,000 lb. trailer, dual axle, 6' x 12', electric brakes setup, pinal hitch, Oak Creek, Wisconsin. (414)768-6516. 3/92

MISCELLANEOUS

Improve Employee Performance, Prevent Accidents, Increase Profits... with effective video training. Get your FREE copy of "How To Show Video For Maximum Impact" plus a FREE catalog of over 110 landscape training videos, all Satisfaction Guaranteed. Call 1-800-235-4146 or write VEP, 827-T, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, California 93407 TODAY.

FREE PARTS CATALOG... if you own a 36'--48'--52' walk behind mower and you feel you're paying too much for parts, call Preco Distributors toll-free and request our parts catalog.

BELTS, BLADES, GRASS CATCHERS, WHEELS AND LOTS MORE! Replacement parts that fit: Bobcat, Bunton, Kees, Exmark & Others. 1 day shipping coast to coast available. All parts carry a 90-day warranty. Don't wait, call 24 hours a day. TOLL-FREE 1-800-428-8004, in Massachusetts 413-583-6100. PRECO DISTRIBUTORS, 97 Center Street, Ludlow, MA 01056. TF

WANTED

WANTED: Golf course equipment, gang mowers, or green mowers, etc. Any condition. Prices accordingly. 313-653-5695. 3/92

USED EQUIPMENT


BUCKET TRUCKS: Straight Stick, Corner Mount and Knuckle Boom Cranes. Brush Chippers - New Asplundh (Morbark Disc Type), New Asplundh Drum Type. Best priced. Used Chippers - Asplundh, Woodchuck, etc. 2 to 8 usually in stock. Sprayers, Dumps, Stakes, Log Loaders, Crew Cab Chip Box Dumps, Railroad Trucks, 50 in stock, sold as-is or reconditioned. Opdyke’s, Hatfield (Philadelphia Area), 215-721-4444.

FeRROMEC® Liquid Iron's rapid greening effect is illustrated in this 50,000 sq. ft. zoysiagrass lawn at Liberty Park, a development of Torchmark Development Corporation, located along I-459 in Birmingham, AL. It was photographed 48 hours after the right side was sprayed with FeRROMEC Liquid Iron. To conduct the demonstration, Landscape Services Inc. divided the lawn with a plumbline on June 5, 1991, and walked the treatment on the turf, using a ChemLawn gun. LSI supervisors are shown admiring the difference before spraying the rest of the turf.

They Got the Green Without the Growth

Read how one of the largest landscape maintenance and installation contractors in the South achieves brilliant, long-lasting green without excessive growth or expense by relying more on FeRROMEC® Liquid Iron and less on nitrogen.

Everett Mealman,
Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer
PBI/Gordon Corporation

"T" is our belief that there are two basic factors that have a bearing on our success as landscape maintenance and installation contractors," says Carl Love, maintenance supervisor, chemical division of Landscape Services Inc. (LSI), headquartered in Birmingham, Alabama. "They are: the health and appearance of the turf and ornamentals we manage; and customer satisfaction."

Obviously, LSI is doing well on both counts, as witness the fact that they are one of the largest companies of this kind in the South.

Their program for zoysia and Bermuda consists of a special fertilizer formulation that is designed to rely more on Ferromec than on nitrogen to supply the color. Five fertilizer applications per year are made... one every 40 days during the growing season, with a custom-tailed fall application that varies from year to year. Ferromec is the major component in this program to assure maximum green-up.

"This schedule gives us what we like to call show turf," says Love, "and yet the cost is more than competitive. Best of all, it doesn't result in excessive topgrowth that occurs when you rely completely on nitrogen for color."

So much for healthy, beautiful turf and reasonable costs.

But how about the way they treat their customers?

"Customers want to know that you appreciate their business. They need to know that they can depend on you for special requests as well as day to day maintenance. Ferromec, with its fast, brilliant green-ups, is a real jewel in our customer relations program. Our customers see immediate results from a visit and know that, no matter what the occasion, their landscape will pass the test."

How's that for treating your customer right!

Love goes on to say that LSI has tested many liquid irons, but says that none of them measure up to Ferromec.

"Ferromec is ideal," Love contends. "It always works! It works fast! The color lasts longer! It's economical... and perhaps most important of all in this environmental age... it gives us the green without the growth."

Why FeRROMEC is superior to other liquid irons

Ferromec is formulated by a patented process which creates a chelated solution of urea and iron sulfate. The nitrogen in Ferromec, being in urea form, carries the iron into the plant quickly and efficiently. Although stable in solution, the urea and iron quickly break down after being absorbed by the plant.

Thus Ferromec produces a radiant green fast... usually within 24 hours, depending on conditions.

Yet the amount of nitrogen in Ferromec is so miniscule that you get this dramatic green without the unwanted topgrowth associated with heavy nitrogen fertilization. The color generally lasts through five to six mowings.

Furthermore, the urea in Ferromec holds the iron in a Ferrous state. Thus that portion of a Ferromec spray treatment which misses the leaves and falls to the ground can still be slowly absorbed through the roots.

If you, like Carl Love, want the "green without the growth" try Ferromec — the liquid iron you can rely on.

FeRROMEC® Liquid Iron is a registered trademark of PBI/Gordon Corporation. © PBI/Gordon Corporation, 1992.

FeRROMEC® AMINE COMPATIBLE LIQUID IRON

1217 WEST 12th STREET
P. O. BOX 4090
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64101
816/421-4070

Circle No. 130 on Reader Inquiry Card
Quality Assured

- High quality protects your investment.
- LM's readers are the movers and shakers of the professional Landscape, Lawn Care and Golf Industries.
- The names of these highly qualified decision makers are available nationally, regionally or demographically.
- Protect your marketing campaign with a targeted mailing from Landscape Management's list.

Sell Through Classifieds!

For more information call:
Carol Nicol
Edgell list rental department
7500 Old Oak Blvd
Cleveland, Ohio 44130
Phone (216) 826-2744
Fax (216) 891-2727
To get leaf spot control like this, you'd be willing to give up longer residual and lower cost. But isn't it nice to know you don't have to.

Nothing controls leaf spot longer with less cost than DYRENE 4 Turf Fungicide. Plus, with its unique chemistry, DYRENE is the ideal tank mix partner for controlling summer diseases like brown patch. And to think that all you have to give up are those lesser contact fungicides. Miles Inc., Specialty Products, Box 4913, Kansas City, MO 64120. (800) 842-8020.